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RetailGIS® helps the people who know the retail business, run 
their retail business: effi ciently, seamlessly, profi tably. 

Your success requires optimizing the performance of every 
inch of your retail environment: every shelf, every aisle, every 
store. That’s because in retail, improved performance delivers 
improved profi ts.

You need dynamic data to make the best possible decisions. 
But the old way of managing maps, plan-o-grams, and 
performance metrics with spreadsheets just won’t cut it 
anymore.

With RetailGIS®, innovative retailers discovered they 
can change the way they monitor and measure in-store 
performance … with a fast, effi cient, web-based technology 
solution that seamlessly integrates internal metrics to drive 
improved performance.

Whether you need a total technology platform starting with 
store mapping and plan-o-grams, or you’re looking for simple, 
effective technology tools to make the data in your ERP 
system data actionable at the store level, the RetailGIS® 
solution turns information into intelligence to help you 
maximize ROI — and turn your stores into the fi nely-tuned 
profi t-making machines you need them to be.
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Your business moves too fast, your industry is too 
competitive — and you’re too busy — to waste time 
and productivity piecing data sources together to make 
sound investments and ROI decisions.

Real-time project management across 
all activities with multiple vendors, plus 

drill-down features to track results.

Web-based mapping platform interfaces 
with ERP systems to capture, analyze, 

and plan store-level detail.
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RetailGIS® puts you in control of your store-level data & 
operations — now you can act locally in a global market. 

Every detail of every one of your stores is right at your 
fi ngertips 24 x 7: inventory, space, staff, vendors, and more. 
Our fully web-based solution can be quickly implemented 
with no additional hardware, software, or IT investment. 

You can see - and have total control of all the variables that 
affect ROI: labor, fi xtures, end-caps and promotions, product 
fl ow, merchandise costs. 

RetailGIS® gives you accurate and actionable information to 
enable smart decisions, gain speed to market, and calculate 
and control ROI. 
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See It. understand It. Control It.
RetailGIS® puts you in control of the key drivers of ROI.
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ROI
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5 Key Reasons Why Innovative Retailers Choose RetailGIS®

1. Easily Integrates Store Mapping and Space Planning 
Quick-capture process helps you accurately gather and analyze 
store maps – from hundreds to thousands, manage chain-wide  
store-specific plan-o-grams, promotions, fixtures, signage, & more.

2. Provides Complete Visibility to In-Store Conditions 
Total transparency – down to the shelf level – shows you exactly 
what’s happening inside each store, and puts you back in control  
of all the variables that affect store performance.

3. Supports In-Store Compliance  
RetailGIS® makes it easy for you to shift from static reporting 
to a dynamic store feedback loop that gives you real-time task 
management and tracking for all store-specific activities. 

4. Optimizes Internal Metrics to Improve Performance 
No more hassles trying to develop “what-if” scenarios on 
spreadsheets. Adjust any aspect of the store – down to the fixture 
level, compare to current layouts, forecast labor, fixture, and  
product expenses, and quickly project ROI.

5. Quickly Delivers Actionable Data from Mapping & ERP Systems 
RetailGIS® can help you get more access and action from your 
ERP system. Flexible, intuitive SmartSystem™ modules give you 
the power to more effectively leverage ERP system data to drive 
improved ROI.

ThE SMARTS.  
ThE SySTEM.  
ThE SOluTIOn.


